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Abstract. As an important remote sensing image pre-processing method,
radiation correction is essential to reduce deviation introduced by environment
factors, especially for tasks such as image compression, image fusion, and object
recognition. In this paper, we propose a new radiation correction method for
remote sensing images based on change detection. Due to the fact that areas of
with significant changes deteriorate performance of radiation correction, these
sections should be detected and discarded in the image firstly. Then general
radiation correction technology is considered to have better performance on the
rest sections. The core idea of the proposed method exists in the combination of
radiation correction and change detection. Experimental results prove validness
of the proposed method. As an application example, this method used in image
compression shows better performance than other compression technologies.
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1 Introduction

Remote sensing images are widely used in many fields, such as crop cultivation,
weather prediction, resource investigation, military strategy and so on, creating tre-
mendous ecological, social, scientific and military benefits. However, raw remote
sensing images are hardly put into service when obtained from the satellites in most
cases. Kinds of factors can contribute to the unsatisfactory image quality, including
inter-structure of sensor, thermal noise from chips, weather condition, shadows form
clouds and mist and the angle of the sun. Radiation correction technology is a common
means specialized in eliminating external negative influences and improving visual
effects. Moreover, radiation correction plays an important part in image fusion tech-
nology to reconcile two images, also does work in object recognition technology to
remove the differences of irrelevant objects and highlight the target object.

Traditional radiation correction methods contain histogram matching and linear
fitting as representatives for simple methods, as well as complex methods such as
solution of radiation transmission equation, analysis of ground spectral test data and
multiband comparison [1]. Regretfully, complex methods seldom come into practice
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because of difficulty in data collection, huge amounts of computation and complicated
operations. Of course, simple methods always can’t accomplish expected results due to
inherent simplicity. In this paper, we represent a new radiation correction method for
remote sensing images based on change detection. The proposed method hands over
two tasks to traditional histogram matching technology. Firstly, iterative histogram
matching is used to detect remarkable changes. Secondly, histogram matching is only
used to correct radiative errors in rest plain areas. The combination of change detection
and radiation correction can efficiently make up the disadvantages of simple radiation
correction methods.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will review
the histogram matching in detail. Then we introduce the new radiation correction
method based on change detection in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, experimental results are
presented. Finally, we conclude the proposed method and conceive the future work
in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminary Technology

2.1 Histogram

Histogram represents the pixel number of every grayscale value, reflecting the distri-
bution of grayscale value. Histogram is a fundamental statistics characteristic of an
image, as well as the essential of histogram matching technology.

Let rk denote the grayscale value, nk denote the pixel number of rk, and n denote
total pixel numbers of an image. The probability pr rkð Þ is defined as follows:

pr rkð Þ ¼ nk=n ð1Þ

0� rk � 1 k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; l� 1

The relationship between rk and p rkð Þ depicted in rectangular coordinate system is
what we called histogram.

2.2 Histogram Transformation

Grayscale transformation function T is given as follows:

s ¼ TðrÞ ð2Þ

After transformation, every previous grayscale value r will correspond to a new
grayscale value s.

Grayscale transformation function T should demand conditions as follows:

(a) T rð Þ should increase monotonously when 0� r� 1;
(b) 0� T rð Þ� 1 when 0� r� 1.
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Let ps sð Þ represent the probability of new grayscale value s transformed from r, then
we have:

psðsÞ ¼ prðrÞ � dds T�1ðsÞ� � ¼ prðrÞ � drds
� �

r¼T�1ðsÞ
ð3Þ

In (3), it’s clear that transformation function T can adjust the distribution of grayscale
by controlling the probability density function, which is the theoretical fundament of
histogram matching.

2.3 Histogram Matching

The main idea of histogram matching [2] is to make the histogram of an image similar
to the histogram of another image. By modifying the histogram, both the interested area
can be highlighted and image quality can be improved.

Let {rk} denote the grayscale of original image, {zk} denote the grayscale of target
image with expected histogram. The goal is to find a transformation function H sat-
isfying the condition as follows:

z ¼ HðrÞ ð4Þ

Algorithm:
(a) Regard accumulation distribution function as transformation function:

s ¼ TðrÞ ¼
Z r

0
prðxÞdx ð5Þ

v ¼ GðzÞ ¼
Z z

0
pzðxÞdx ð6Þ

(b) Inverse transformation function G :

z ¼ G�1ðvÞ ð7Þ

(c) Let s replace v:

z ¼ G�1ðsÞ ð8Þ

(d) Obtain a compound transformation function:

z ¼ G�1ðTðrÞÞ ¼ G�1TðrÞ ð9Þ

So the expected transformation function H is as follows:

H ¼ G�1T ð10Þ
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3 The Proposed Method

Our radiation correction method is in fact an improved histogram matching. Generally,
histogram matching only functions as a means to make two images approximate. Plain
images can get excellent results while images with abundant texture, such as remote
sensing images, often perform poorly. The reasons both root in the simple transformation
operation of histogram matching and changeable details in remote sensing images.

In order to find a simple and efficient way to correct radiation errors of remote
sensing images, we creatively regard histogram matching as a change detection mean
[3]. The general flows are shown in Fig. 1. First, histogram matching is iteratively
applied to reference image, then areas which have worst matching results will be
removed from the image in every iteration. That is to say, histogram matching in every
iteration aims to get better matching results for the next time by discarding unwanted
areas. In most cases, these areas just correspond to the most obvious changes, so we
call this process as change detection.

It’s indispensable to mention that these changed areas need to be ex-tended to regular
rectangles firstly and only the maximum rectangle will be removed then. The main
purpose is to prevent too many areas from removal. Besides, rectangular boundary is
helpful to remain the rest areas regular, also convenient for transmission if necessary.

After several iterations, the rest areas are plainer than before. At present, histogram
matching will serve as a radiation correction means to the rest areas, good performance
can be expected.

Then it’s necessary to discuss the impact of these ‘discarded’ areas. As we men-
tioned before, their existence is likely to cause the failure of radiation correction to
some extents. However, if they are removed from the image, superior correction results
in the rest areas can be guaranteed at least. Moreover, sometimes it doesn’t matter to
neglect a few areas. For example, in image fusion technology, the effect of radiation
correction makes more sense in plain background areas than changed objects. Overall,
in some specific application fields, sacrificing these areas for better radiation correction
performance of rest areas is reasonable.

Performance can be evaluated by comparing standard deviation. Standard deviation
is defined as follows:

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
k¼1

ðItðkÞ � IhðkÞÞ2
vuut ð11Þ

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method
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Where N denotes pixel numbers in the rest areas, ItðkÞ and IhðkÞ denote the
grayscale value of target image and corrected image respectively. It’s easy to under-
stand that standard deviation is lower, radiation correction performs better.

The detailed algorithm is presented as follows:
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4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Simulation on Remote Sensing Images

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, we choose 10 reference images
and 10 target images respectively from remote sensing image datasets. Making the
reference image get close to the target image as much as possible is supposed.

Figure 2 shows one pair of the tested images. As we can see, although the scene is
the same, radiation errors lead to many gray differences. There is a hypothesis that
distortion is imposed on reference image because of natural factors, what we need to do
is setting target image as standard to eliminate distortion of reference image.

If traditional histogram matching without change detection is applied on the ref-
erence image, the result is illustrated in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows histogram-matched

(a) Reference image (b) Target image

Fig. 2. Test images

(a) Histogram-matched image without 
change detection

(b) Differencing image

Fig. 3. Ordinary histogram mathching without change detection
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image, but observing the image directly is difficult to evaluate the performance, so we
also show the differencing image extracted from target image and histogram-matched
image in (b). Light blue areas represent perfect histogram matching performance while
red and dark blue areas are opposite. Pitifully, some areas in the differencing image
take on unexpected color. More specifically, standard deviation of the differencing
image is 30.56.

By contrast, we use our method on the same pair images. The primary step is to
detect changes. From Fig. 3(b), the most remarkable difference is the red area located in
the middle of the image. So in the first iteration, this area is extended into rectangle and
removed, shown in Fig. 4(a). As Fig. 4(b) – (d) illustrate, in the following iterations,
other obvious differences are removed in the same way. As a result, the difference
image is gradually covered by larger and larger light blue areas, and the standard

(a) 1st differencing image (b) 3th differencing image

(c)  5th differencing image     (d) 9th differencing image

Fig. 4. The process of the proposed method
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deviation drops from 30.56 to 20.07, indicating effective improvement of radiation
correction performance.

4.2 Parameters Impact on Results

Similar to [3], there is no restriction on the threshold. However, if T is too large, few
changes are removed every time so that too many iterations will be carried on to
converge. On the contrary, if T is too small, it will be a high price to remove huge parts
from the image. In order to make the threshold adaptive to the change of image, T
depends on the new differencing image. Experiments show that 5 % of pixels removed
from the differencing image is reasonable, as observed from Fig. 5. When it comes to e,
it decides when the iterations should stop. In fact, e and T are complementary,

(a) 1% pixels removed (b) 5% pixels removed

(c) 10% pixels removed

Fig. 5. The effect of threshold
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influencing converge condition jointly. Corresponding to T discussed above, setting e
as 0.05 is considered appropriate. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of different e.

4.3 Performance Comparison

Table 1 shows standard deviation comparison of traditional histogram matching, linear
fitting and proposed method. It’s clear that our proposed method performs best in most
cases. Of course, when calculating standard deviation of the proposed method,
removed pixels are not included so that the comparison results may be nonsense
sometimes. We have to mention that our proposed method is suitable for application
scenes where some areas can be sacrificed to compensate other areas, such as in image
compression field.

(a) ε =0.01       (b) ε =0.1

Fig. 6. The effect of ε

Table 1. Standard deviation comparison

Image number Traditional histogram matching Linear fitting Proposed method

1 16.5461 16.2601 15.3057
2 19.2085 18.5839 16.7488
3 31.7864 30.2404 19.0309
4 20.8124 20.4158 17.8000
5 16.5021 16.3427 16.2387
6 14.5939 14.5048 14.5623
7 13.9015 13.8073 13.8808
8 18.2179 17.6366 14.8167
9 13.4672 13.4898 13.3993
10 15.1075 15.9477 15.0247
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4.4 Application in Image Compression

A concrete application example that some new remote sensing images from the
satellite need to be transmitted to the ground. Similar previous images equipped both
on the satellite and on the ground can be used to correct grayscale differences
(radiation errors) by our method. We expect that corrected images can get very close
to the new images. Then only differencing image and removed areas need to be
transmitted, which is supposed to save much transmitted data compared with trans-
mitting the whole new images. In order to reconstruct the new images, the receiver
need to get the same corrected images in the same way, then add received differ-
encing images and fill the removed areas in. We apply the proposed method, tra-
ditional histogram matching and linear fitting respectively to correct previous remote
sensing images, then only the differencing images extracted from new images and
corrected images are transmitted (the proposed method also includes the removed
areas). Three radiation correction methods are compared with the art-of-state image
compression standard JPEG2000 in Fig. 7. As we can see, remote sensing images
compression indeed gets higher PSNR based on our proposed method than other
methods.

Fig. 7. The proposed method applied in image compression compared with other methods
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5 Conclusions

The proposed method efficiently improves the performance of radiation correction by
adding change detection technology in. Traditional histogram matching technology is
modified in this method, both used as a change detection means as well as a radiation
correction means. Areas of with significant changes will be removed by iterative his-
togram matching firstly, on account of which, the following histogram matching is
considered to have better performance on the rest areas. Not only the proposed method
inherits the advantage of simplicity, but also experimental results prove its superiority
to other general radiation correction methods. As an example, we represent how the
proposed method is applied in remote sensing images compression. Simulation results
show that there are about 1 dB and 2 dB reconstruction performance gains using the
proposed method compared with the other two radiation correction methods and
JPEG2000.
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